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it is a free book. the front is black, with the title in white, and the copyright statement is in black. the
inside covers are black, with the title in white. the text is mostly sans-serif font. the cover of the book
has a blue background, with some dark blue, and a portion of the cover has a darker blue. the inside

covers have a blue background, with a number of shades of darker blue. the text of the book is
black, with a blue background. very good introduction to physics. decent amount of the principles

are explained well. many common tasks are included. introductory homework system can be used.
although the text does not have problem sets, it can be used together with the setmc simulation and
other homework systems. that is, the homework questions in this text can be used together with the

questions in other books. the fundamental physics concepts of this text are covered well. i did not
find any major problems. although this textbook has been used in my introductory physics classes,
there may be more appropriate text for me to use for my introductory course. the content is far too

basic. my introductory physics students are only moderately challenged. i had to go out of the
textbook to find the questions for some homework problems. they are too trivial. they are not

questions that naturally occur to the students. the videos and other activities are good, but there are
too many. other materials are too difficult for them. i could find less on-line homework questions and

problems too. in the middle of a semester, i was unable to assign the videos of problem solving. i
spent a lot of time preparing my students for the final exam. unfortunately, i only had one semester

with these students.
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